The appropriate management of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) offers opportunities to impact outcomes in 3 major areas: clinical, economic, and humanistic. For patients, CINV can be physically and psychologically taxing. It impacts not only the patient’s quality of life, but may also be a prognostic factor for overall survival and has economic implications, both in the cost of therapy and the cost of failure of therapy. Prevention is the key; depending on the emetogenicity of the chemotherapy regimen, acute CINV may be prevented in 50% to 90% of patients. However, delayed nausea and vomiting (NV), especially nausea, can still have significant impacts on patient outcomes. CINV is likely to occur unless the interdisciplinary care team takes steps to prevent it. Healthcare providers and administrators who work in managed care systems need strategies to ensure that patients with cancer receive appropriate medications that address CINV proactively.

Clinical Outcomes

CINV has the potential to cause severe physiologic effects, electrolyte disturbances, dehydration, malnutrition, and esophageal injury. Symptoms often cause treatment nonadherence or dose reductions and can increase the cost of care for patients with cancer. Oncology practitioners (N = 2000) indicate that 30% of all patients delay or discontinue therapy because of CINV. Patients who have severe CINV may refuse treatment, request or require dose reductions, or seek alternative therapy options; these actions can negatively impact treatment efficacy.

Poorly controlled CINV increases the possibility that the patient will develop additional NV, including anticipatory NV (ANV), a conditioned response that develops after experiencing CINV during treatment, which may also create difficulties. If CINV is poorly controlled or uncontrolled, patients may begin to associate the oncology staff, the entrance to the treatment center, and the treatment room’s sights and/or smells with NV. Over time, these sensory experiences alone may elicit NV in the absence of chemotherapy as a stimulus. Once ANV develops, traditional antiemetics tend to be ineffective and patients may require psychotropic medication and/or behavioral therapy.

Managing chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) is an opportunity for better clinical, economic, and humanistic outcomes. Clinicians working in managed care settings must understand background information about CINV’s causes, likelihood, and treatment. They need to understand how CINV creates collateral damage (eg, psychological effects, electrolyte disturbances, dehydration, malnutrition, and esophageal injury). Patients with CINV are costly to treat and may be unable or unwilling to continue chemotherapy at doses needed. Several guidelines offer recommendations for selecting appropriate antiemetic medications. Most managed care organizations use or encourage their oncology staffs to use established guidelines. A trend is to tailor guidelines to address institution-specific policies, procedures, and idiosyncrasies. Patients receiving guideline-directed care for CINV tend to have better outcomes. Prophylaxis and treatment for CINV must be patient specific and consider risk factors that increase the likelihood of nausea and vomiting or, conversely, decrease the likelihood. Managed care clinicians should know that most of the guidelines do not include patient-specific factors in their prediction models for CINV. Although research has indicated that clinicians tend to underestimate and undertreat CINV, some research has indicated that clinicians can be too aggressive when providing prophylaxis for various types of CINV. Patient education is the cornerstone of good treatment planning, and educating patients on how and when to report symptoms is critical. Tools are available to help patients track symptoms. The multidisciplinary team must ensure that patients receive prophylaxis and appropriate treatment for their diagnoses, as well as treatment plans.
Economic Outcomes
Value is a constant concern in healthcare. The cost of the treatment of CINV must be compared with the value of a successful cancer care outcome or the cost of failure to prevent CINV. Failing to prevent CINV can cause or contribute to higher costs in several ways. The clinical outcomes of nonadherence resulting in dose reductions or delays have already been discussed. There are other costs associated with CINV. Results published in 2011 of a study of 178 patients with cancer found increased costs associated with severe CINV. In the study, the average per-patient costs due to healthcare utilization for patients who reported severe nausea was $802.40. Conversely, patients who reported moderate nausea had average costs of $32.30 per patient, and those reporting mild nausea incurred average costs of $6.70 per patient. These researchers estimated that uncontrolled CINV costs healthcare facilities $778 during the first 5 days of chemotherapy. Other study findings have revealed that uncontrolled CINV can double the cost of healthcare and can add between $33 and $1300 in costs. A single CINV-related event in an inpatient, outpatient, or emergency department (ED) may cost more than $5200. CINV also creates substantial indirect costs. The effects on patient and caregiver productivity can be tremendous, as managing CINV and making unanticipated visits consumes much time. A survey completed by 15,532 patients highlighted indirect costs. On average, patients with active cancer missed 18 workdays annually due to CINV, and visits to clinicians’ offices to deal with CINV’s numerous effects forced 28% of respondents to reduce their work hours from full time to part time.

Humanistic Outcomes
The largest impact of CINV is on the patient’s quality of life. Performing daily tasks, seeing friends and family, and enjoying meals are all vital to keep morale high. These activities influence patients’ outlook about chemotherapy treatment, improving motivation to complete therapy successfully. Patients already experiencing the psychological tolls of a cancer diagnosis may experience further negative impact if treatment begins and is accompanied by NV.

Guideline-directed Treatments
Combined, the patient outcomes and cost data call for systemic approaches that ensure antiemetics are available and can be used appropriately. Understanding CINV and its direct and indirect fiscal consequences, and the medications used to prevent and treat it, ensures that the healthcare provider’s rationale is clinically and fiscally sound. Researchers have analyzed the costs of antiemetics in numerous studies; however, a recent review of economic studies indicates that the cost of CINV is highly variable and attributes the range of costs to the heterogeneity of strategies used to address it. They stated that the failure to effectively treat CINV resulted in increases in the costs of medical care associated with increases in hospitalizations, medication expenditures, and ED and clinic visits. These researchers also indicated that unbiased comparisons of treatments are extremely difficult to make.

Educating healthcare professionals on the impact that CINV has on their patients motivates them to address CINV more proactively. Improving communication among providers and patients could help improve patient outcomes, as there appears to be a disconnect between what providers perceive and what patients experience. Research shows that 88% to 95% of oncology providers said that their patients’ CINV was well controlled with their current antiemetic regimens, but also indicated that 25% of their patients experienced uncontrolled CINV. Regardless, many of these same providers indicated that they stopped or delayed their patients’ chemotherapy after CINV symptoms. This highlights a difference in providers’ perceptions and patients’ realities. Managed care providers need to actively engage with patients and each other regarding CINV. Open communication among all parties is especially important to address each patient’s unique NV symptoms.

Many managed care organizations use guidelines to direct therapy, improve outcomes, and manage medication costs. Table 1 lists the current evidence-based guidelines for CINV. Typical processes rely on examining the rationale for inclusion/exclusion into the guidelines and determining cost-effectiveness. The general assumption is that evidence-based guidelines will lead to better overall outcomes, reduce costs, and provide the value that the patient and the system are seeking. This appears to be the case in CINV.

In a large European observational study, 1000 patients who had received guideline-consistent antiemetic treatment had significantly better CINV control than those who did not receive guideline-consistent treatment. The complete control rates were 60% versus 51%, respectively. Results of a study conducted in the United States and a single-center United Kingdom observational study found similar rates of control with evidence-based treatment guidelines. In the US study, the incidence of no CINV was significantly higher among those receiving guideline-consistent CINV prophylaxis than those who did not (53.4% vs 43.8%, respectively). Although the findings of each study demonstrated a clear association between guideline-consistent antiemetic prophylaxis and enhanced CINV control, unfortunately they also showed low rates of utilization. The overall adherence to guidelines was just 29% in the European study. Similar results were also seen in a large study in Asia-Pacific countries. Although the serotonin receptor antagonists were generally prescribed per guidelines, corticosteroids were not consistently administered, especially in the delayed phase. In the HEC setting, the neurokinin-1 antagonists (NK1s) were also frequently underused.

Improving adherence to guidelines has been examined by several studies, with limited success. Communication of a
and therapeutics committees have looked at safety, efficacy, outcomes, and, all things being equal, acquisition costs when deciding on drugs to add to their formulary. However, today, the healthcare environment is more complicated, and medication management has broader responsibilities and evolving concerns (see Table 2). Increasingly, complex pharmacoeconomic analyses contribute heavily to the discussion, and several organizations now offer value-based frameworks to help determine cost-effectiveness and guide medication management decision making (see Table 3). Keeping the institution guidelines up-to-date can be a challenge as new drugs and data emerge that change the recommended therapy. Periodic review and updating of the guidelines should be done with analysis of instructional guideline compliance. Timely feedback of the compliance analysis and of patient outcomes should be given to the providers.

**Treatment Planning: Patient-specific Antiemetic Regimens**

Although chemotherapy emetogenicity is the primary risk factor for CINV, patient-specific risk factors influence the likelihood of developing CINV. Most studies of risk factors have addressed acute CINV, but results of recent research indicate that in delayed CINV, as patients’ risk factors increase, so does the likelihood of CINV and treatment failure. Female patients are at highest risk.

Current guidelines acknowledge a chemotherapeutic agent’s emetic risk (minimal [<10%], low [10% to 30%], moderate [31% to 90%], and high [>90%]). However, each patient responds to chemotherapy differently, necessitating patient-specific antiemetic regimens. Current guidelines (see Table 1) do not factor patient-specific criteria into recommended antiemetic combinations because few studies tease out each risk factor’s potential impact. For example, it would be ideal if evidence indicated that people who have fewer risk factors (ie, older men with lung cancer who have consumed alcohol regularly) could use fewer than the 3 antiemetics recommended when receiving cisplatin. It is also important for clinicians to note that delayed nausea that occurs later than usual may be related to other medications; patients who have taken maintenance medications for years may be more sensitive to their adverse effects during treatment for cancer as their bodies change and adjust. Researchers are currently looking for ways to assess these factors that personalize assessment and emphasize developing a tool that can be used efficiently in clinical practice.

**TABLE 1. Guidelines for the Management of CINV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsoring Organization</th>
<th>Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multinational Association of Supportive Care in Cancer (MASCC) and European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO)</td>
<td>2016 MASCC and ESMO guideline update for the prevention of chemotherapy- and radiotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting and of nausea and vomiting in advanced cancer patients: results of the Perugia consensus conference. academic.oup.com/annonc/article/27/suppl_5/v119/2237028. Published September 23, 2016.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2. Evolving Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee Responsibilities and Concerns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Evolving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Pharmacoeconomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Place in the guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>The product’s demonstrated value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost [all other things equal]</td>
<td>Insurer reimbursement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of dosage forms</td>
<td>Quality metrics related to the treatment indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Is product available through the organization’s normal supply chain?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Does the product require a limited distribution channel?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Is the product available for next-day delivery? Is extended time required for shipping?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Are there unique storage conditions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability through 340B drug discount program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of bar coding appropriate for automated dispensing cabinets or bedside scanning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from reference 29.
Before creating a treatment plan, the healthcare team needs to thoroughly assess patients at risk for CINV.13 If prescribers just consider chemotherapy-related risk factors to select the antiemetic regimen, they may underestimate risk, provide inadequate prophylaxis, and fail to prevent NV.31 Including both patient- and treatment-related risk factors provides the best antiemetic care possible. By using the institution’s guidelines and working with patients, the team can develop an individualized treatment plan that meets the need of each patient (Figure).38

After considering patient-related risk factors, clinicians must select the best CINV treatment plan based on the chemotherapy’s emetic potential and patient risk factors. This is an inexact science. The National Comprehensive Cancer Network states that the antiemetic regimen should be chosen based on the chemotherapeutic agent with the highest risk for CINV.13 It is also important to provide the patient with antiemetics that will help both acute and delayed NV. Depending on the treatment regimen and patient-specific factors, antiemetic treatment may require a 5-HT receptor

### TABLE 3. Summary of Value Frameworks in Cancer Care30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Question/Perspective</th>
<th>Factors Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Society of Clinical Oncology’s Value Framework</td>
<td>What is the clinical benefit in relation to cost? Perspective: providers, patients, shared decision making</td>
<td>Efficacy, toxicity, quality of life, bonus points, cost, context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The European Society for Medical Oncology’s Magnitude of Clinical Benefit Scale</td>
<td>What is the clinical value? Perspective: providers, patients, society, policymakers, clinical guidelines</td>
<td>Efficacy, toxicity, quality of life, context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Institute for Clinical &amp; Economic Review’s Value Assessment Framework</td>
<td>What is the societal value? Perspective: society, policymakers, payers</td>
<td>Long-term value, effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, convenience, context, budget impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center’s Drug Abacus</td>
<td>What is the just price for a cancer drug? Perspective: providers, policymakers</td>
<td>Efficacy, cost, toxicity, treatment novelty, cost of development, disease rarity, population burden, unmet need, prognosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The National Comprehensive Cancer Network’s Evidence Blocks</td>
<td>How do expert clinicians rate treatment value? Perspective: providers, patients, shared decision making</td>
<td>Efficacy/effectiveness, toxicity, affordability, evidence consistency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5-HT indicates serotonin; CINV, chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.
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antagonist and an NK, receptor antagonist or both. In instances where patients are undergoing chemotherapy with very high risk for CINV, such as cisplatin, a corticosteroid may also be needed. Ensuring that clinicians have access to 5-HT, receptor antagonists, NK, receptor antagonists, olanzapine, benzodiazepines, and dexamethasone is vital.

The oncology team may need to consider additional treatment if the patient experiences ANV; researchers indicate that the difficulty treating ANV is an unmet need. Unfortunately, due to its strong psychological component, ANV does not respond to typical antiemetic medications. Drug options include benzodiazepines, such as lorazepam and alprazolam, but the most effective method to combat ANV is behavioral therapies. It is important for providers to reach out to the patient, explain ANV, and provide care if necessary.

The previous paragraphs recommend aggressive prophylaxis for CINV. Managed care clinicians should be aware that, conversely, treatment can be unnecessarily aggressive. The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) recognizes this risk in one of its recommendations on the American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) Foundation’s Choosing Wisely website (choosingwisely.org). The ABIM Foundation established this site to promote conversations about care that is supported by evidence, does not duplicate tests or procedures, and is free from harm and truly necessary. Based on data accumulated by ASCO’s Cost of Cancer Care Task Force, it recommends, “Don’t give patients starting on a chemotherapy regimen that has a low or moderate risk of causing nausea and vomiting antiemetic drugs intended for use with a regimen that has a high risk of causing nausea and vomiting.”

This recommendation, which was vetted thoroughly by community-based oncologists, state/regional oncology societies, and advocacy groups, suggests that clinicians need to weigh their choices carefully. ASCO notes that antiemetics can be very expensive and have potential adverse effects. When the likelihood of CINV is low or moderate, more cost-effective drugs are available.

In the managed care setting, each provider can actively engage in their patients’ care, include the patient as a partner, and greatly improve outcomes. It is crucial that providers understand the types of NV, the mechanisms of action, and the various treatment modalities. Proper knowledge of the complications and the medication guidelines is critical. If healthcare professionals are not up-to-date with the newer treatment methods, the results for the patient could be disastrous.

Behavioral Interventions: Educate Every Patient

Each patient beginning chemotherapy is likely to approach treatment with their own expectations. Many patients fear NV more than any other aspect of treatment. Patients may recall friends or family members who received cancer treatment struggling greatly with these symptoms in the past. Before initiating chemotherapy, the oncology team needs to address misperceptions and educate patients about current treatment options and success rates. Describing CINV treatments, setting realistic expectations, and reviewing treatment goals help patients prepare to deal with adverse effects.

Providers should discuss the various types of CINV, such as acute, delayed, and ANV, with patients. Key talking points include describing how CINV treatment is prophylactic in nature and that it is especially important for them to continue taking the antiemetic even if they experience no nausea or vomiting. It is also important to provide CINV education and resources to younger patients. Research indicates that 75% of patients 50 years and older remained adherent to their antiemetic plans, but only 50% of younger patients maintained adherence. To ensure proper CINV control, patients need to understand the importance of beginning their antiemetic regimen before they feel nauseated and to continue taking it throughout, and possibly for several days after, each chemotherapy cycle.

Open communication and effective questioning between patient and provider is vital. The oncology team, which should include a pharmacist, should specifically describe delayed NV carefully because it is more common than acute CINV and it often occurs at home. Patients may inadvertently downplay the severity of their NV because by the time they attend the next appointment, symptoms have subsided. Patients discharged home are less likely to report CINV, prefer to report treatment benefits, forget its magnitude, or simply do not report it to avoid dose adjustments or treatment delays. Clinicians need tools to ensure that they monitor CINV appropriately and will find the Hematology/Oncology Pharmacy Association’s Time to Talk CINV resource selection helpful. It includes clinician and patient checklists, chemotherapy adverse effect trackers, a myth and fact flyer, and various other tools.

Due to the subjective nature of CINV, patients receive the best symptom management when they self-report their symptoms accurately. The team needs to show patients how to monitor and note symptom severity if they experience delayed CINV. Healthcare providers should also encourage patients to freely discuss their thoughts, fears, and experiences surrounding their CINV. Vomiting is obvious to track, but nausea is more difficult to assess because it is a subjective experience, an unpleasant sensation in the epigastrium and at the back of the throat. Several tools that measure NV are available and help patients self-report CINV accurately. A 2008 review compared 7 tools used to assess NV clinically and found that many are conceptually confusing, meaning they assess different types and phases of CINV, and often ignore functional impact. The most comprehensive tools tended to be long and difficult to interpret. However, they found the most concise tool to be the Multinational Association of Supportive Care in Cancer (MASCO) Antiemesis Tool (MAT). The MAT is a validated 8-item visual analog scale that is available free-of-charge as printable forms and as a smartphone.
Oncology pharmacists are well versed in chemotherapy drugs and the antiemetics used to combat CINV. They can aid in developing the patient care plan by assessing the risk of the chemotherapeutic agent and determining which antiemetic regimen would be of most benefit to the patient. Frequently, drug interactions occur with the increasingly complex treatment plans, and pharmacists are the best trained to manage interactions and develop plans to meet treatment goals. Due to their frequent contact with individual patients, nurses are often better placed to assess patient-specific risk factors for CINV and can help ensure that CINV is being adequately controlled.50-54 Behavioral health specialists can aid with the psychological component of treatment and provide the necessary care should ANV arise. Additional providers, such as social workers and nutritionists, are valuable on the patient care team if patients experience difficulty with eating and other activities of daily living.

**Conclusions**

Today, healthcare providers can prevent and relieve their patients’ CINV with unprecedented success. Numerous guidelines summarize the accumulated evidence, yet there are still unmet needs.79,80,95 The goal of guideline-directed treatments should be to have zero CINV, and patients who receive proven CINV interventions at appropriate times can come close to achieving that goal while continuing activities of daily living and pursuing pleasurable activities soon after treatment. Appropriate CINV prophylaxis maintains quality of life for patients and, more importantly, avoids chemotherapy dose reductions or discontinuation. As the body of evidence accumulates indicating that antiemetic safety, effectiveness, and outcomes are good, preventing CINV becomes a clinical responsibility.
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